It is well known that the reciprocal of p-extremal length, considered as a set function, is an outer measure. We show that if a curve family in euclidean n-space is measurable with respect to this outer measure, then the p-extremal length of the curve family is zero or infinite.
Ej C T2 C e implies M^I/j) < MpiV2), and 3. if I\ C £, i = 1, 2,..., then M (t^_J oc_. r ) < ^^j M (r). It appears reasonable to ask the question:
What subsets of C are p-measurable? In other words, for which curve families r C C do we have (1.1) Mpid) = Mpi0 nr) + Mpi6 -n for all 6CC? Renggli [2] has shown that if p = 2, n = 2, and 0 < M2(D < oc, then I" is not 2-measurable. It is the purpose of this paper to simplify and generalize this result for all p £ (1, oc) and all n > 2. In particular, no use is made of conformal mappings.
2. Preliminary lemmas.
2.1. Lemma. Let E C R"~l and h £ (0, oc). Let V be the family of The other part of the lemma is clear.
Comment.
In a way which can easily be made precise, the conclusions of the lemma remain correct if E, V and pn are "translated" by an amount b £ R .
The following lemma will be needed. . , is the family of segments in 5^ which "connect" the planes P'. , and P'. , and which are parallel to the x -axis. Let r. , = U -Ii1"' t« Parts (i), (ii), and (iii) of the lemma follow from 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. MAT. , n D = Mia u fi) < M(a) + M (fi).
The above and relations 3.5 -3.8 give mjy.. n n < mat) -m ov , n n + [ai (r7.. n n/(2/)"-1 + e]/*-1.
Letting f -> 0 in the above and simplifying, we get 3.4.
3.9. Theorem. Let I C c amd assume 0 < AI AT) < <x. Then F is not p-measurable.
Proof.
We assume that Y is p-measurable and proceed to obtain a contradiction.
Choose p £3(D such that /R" pp dm < °= and e £ (0, 1). Let k be an integer such that JR77"c, PP dm^ < e/2. Let / be an integer such that ft ,c ", , .\ pp dm < e/2. Let p' = maxip, p. ,). Then p' £.JiYciY. ,).
J{ xeS/z-.p(x) >j / r 77 r r r;,fc r ;,fe Therefore, ai (r ur. ,)-ai (r. ,)< f P'pdm -f PpLdm P J.k P ,,k -JR"r-" JRnr,,k 77
< I ppdm
J\xeRn:p(x)>p. k(x)\ < f, " ,PPdm + C p^W < e/2 + e/2 = e. Therefore, (3.10) Vr^r,,4)<^(r.4) + (.
